We propose a semantic segmentation method for LiDAR intensity images obtained by Mobile Mapping System (MMS). Conventional segmentation method could give high pixel-wise accuracy but the accuracy of small objects is quite low. We solve this issue by using the weighted fusion of multi-scale inputs because each class has the most effective scale that small object class gives higher accuracy for small input size than large input size. In experiments, we use 36 LIDAR intensity images with ground truth labels. We divide 36 images into 28 training images and 8 test images. Our proposed method gain 87.41% on class average accuracy, and it is 5% higher than conventional method. We demonstrated that the weighted fusion of multi-scale inputs is effective to improve the segmentation accuracy of small objects.
INTRODUCTION
In Japan, roads and buildings continue to change and its conservation work to prevent aging is carried out. In order to perform road maintenance, map information which indicates the position, shape and the number of objects like pedestrian crossing and catchment basin is required. Thus, we use the road map called Fundamental Geospatial Data of road (FGD) (Hasegawa and Ishiyama, 2013) . However, the creation of FGD has been done manually now. Since the creation of maps handle large amounts of data, it is a physical and mental burden. Thus, automatic creation of the FGD is required to reduce human burden and cost.
Several methods for automatic creating map information from LiDAR intensity images have been proposed (Umemura et al., 2016 , Umemura et al., 2017 . In those methods, a local region is cropped from the LiDAR intensity images (Yan et al., 2013) , and the similarity between the features of local regions obtained by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used. If a local region includes similar objects constituting a road, the features obtained from the local region are also similar. Thus, if we find local regions for training that similar features have, we can know class labels attached to local regions. However, in the conventional method, the classes of small objects are more difficult to describe features by CNN than the classes of large objects such as road, and the accuracy of class with small area is low. In this paper, we would like to address this issue.
We investigate the appropriate region size of each class, and the voting result from the most appropriate size of each object is used effectively. When we fuse the results obtained by multi-scale inputs, the weighted fusion using appropriate region size is used to improve the segmentation accuracy of small objects.
In experiments on semantic segmentation from LIDAR intensity images, our proposed method obtained 87.41% on class average accuracy. Moreover, the accuracy of small object classes is improved over 10% in comparison with conventional method. Our segmentation method also achieved better performance than the U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) that is one of the most excellence end-to-end segmentation methods. This paper is organized as follows. We explain the related works in section 2. The details of our proposed method are explained in section 3. Evaluation and comparison results are shown in section 4. Section 5 is for conclusions and future works.
RELATED WORKS
In this paper, we propose a segmentation method for recognizing the position, shape and the number of objects from LiDAR intensity images.
Recent segmentation methods can be roughly divided into two approaches; Convolutional neural network (CNN) or not. The approaches without CNN (Tighe and Lazebnik, 2012; Kohli et al., 2013) are faster and require a smaller number of training images than CNN based method. However, their accuracies are not so high.
Since we want to create road map automatically, we must obtain high accuracy as much as possible. Almost of those methods without CNN used colour information to improve accuracy but we use LiDAR intensity images which are grey scale images.
On the other hand, CNN based approaches (Hariharan et al., 2014 , Girshick et al., 2016 , Jonathan et al., 2015 are successful on segmentation problem. Those methods gave high accuracy using a large number of training images. But, we have only 36 LiDAR intensity images, and the size of small object is about 10 x 10 pixels in an image of 1500 x 2000 pixels. Those small objects could be lost by encoding by convolution or pooling process in CNN.
To overcome the problem, we proposed a segmentation method (Umemura et al., 2016) using local regions cropped from LiDAR intensity images. By using features obtained from the Caffenet (Jia et al., 2014) and K nearest neighbor, segmentation is carried out from a small number of LiDAR Intensity images.
PROPOSED METHOD

Segmentation using Similar Regions
In the proposed method, features are extracted by CNN from the local regions cropped from the LiDAR intensity images. The features obtained by CNN represent the contents of the local region, and the similarity between features represents the similarity of contents of local regions. We select K regions in descending order of similarity by K nearest neighbours. Since local regions in training images have manually-annotated ground truth labels, we vote the labels which are attached to the K similar regions to an output image. Furthermore, we apply two weights based on the information of a local region and its neighbouring regions to voting process. We denote a local region as x and the set of x is denoted as X. y is pixel wise ground truth label of x . y is a N x N dimensional vector if we crop a local region of N x N pixels. We define ground truth labels at the k-th pixel as y , which takes one label in C classes. The two weights are defined as
where is an object label of each local region. Note that is different from pixel-wise ground truth label y . We assigned an appropriate class label to each local region automatically by the area of an object because the size of objects in a road map is clearly defined. Thus, the object label represents the most important class label in a local region x . is the distance of the m-th nearest neighbour, 1 is the distance of the most similar region and is the distance of the K-th nearest neighbour.
Equation (1) is determined from the information of only the local region x . If ground truth label of the k-th pixel , is the same as the object label , we enlarge voting weight for . In the first condition, if ground truth label , attached to a local region corresponds to object label , then the weight according to similarity is voted. In the second condition, is the set of class labels which appear in . If ground truth label , attached to a local region is not the same class label , then (1 − δ) * − − 1 ⁄ is voted. For the other cases, voting is not carried out. Thus, we can vote a larger value to the appropriate class of the local region than the other labels. The weight of the most similar region is 1 and the most unsimilar region is 0. 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is the parameter to define how much we focus on the label . Lager δ, more focus on it. In this paper, we use δ = 0.9 empirically based on validation.
Equation (2) is determined from the information of surrounding local regions of . If object label corresponds to ground truth label , , we enlarge the voting weight for . Since we cropped local regions with overlapped manner, the object label of surrounding regions should be the same to the object label of the local region . The weight becomes high if the number of neighboring object labels corresponds to , is large.
Weighted Fusion
In order to improve the accuracy of the classes with small area, we focus on the size of input regions for CNN. The size of the road structure is clearly defined, and the LiDAR intensity images used in this research have the property that angle change in appearance does not occur. Thus, the size of each object in the dataset does not change significantly. Thus, we can use the voting result from the most appropriate size of each object.
We evaluate the appropriate size of each class by using cross-validation of our dataset. In this paper, we try to use a local region of 16 x 16, 32 x 32 and 64 x 64 pixels as the input for CNN. Table 1 shows the accuracy of each class while changing the region sizes. Bold means the best accuracy among three region sizes. As a result of evaluation, object classes with small area such as catchment basin etc. gave the best result at the region size of 16 x 16 pixels. Road which has large area gave the best result at the region size of 64 x 64 pixels. The gore area etc. with middle area gave the highest accuracy at the region size of 32 x 32 pixels. Since we found the appropriate size of each class, the information can be used for improving the accuracy.
We use weighted fusion of the voting results by three different region sizes; 16 x 16, 32 x 32 and 64 x 64 pixels. For example, if the estimated label of a pixel is catchment basin, we enlarge the weight for the pixel in a score map of 16 x 16 pixels which is the most appropriate size for catchment basin. The weight of 32 x 32 and 64 x 64 pixels are low because they are not appropriate size for catchment basin. Namely, when we vote the annotated labels attached to K similar regions, the voting weight for the class label is enlarged if input size corresponds to the appropriate size of object class.
By using this method, we improve the accuracy of small objects such as a catchment basin which was hard to classify by the conventional method. In addition, since we also use features extracted from appropriate sizes for the objects with large area such as roads, it is possible to prevent to assign the wrong class label to the large objects. However, this method has a problem about computational cost because we must make three score maps from three different input regions. Thus, it may take three times longer than conventional method. When we check the computational time of conventional method, we found that computational time for K nearest neighbour is the most amount of time. Thus, we need to improve this process.
To solve this problem, we apply hierarchical clustering to training dataset for K nearest neighbour. We use hierarchical clustering for each class and reduce the number of local regions which have similar features. By decreasing the number of training local regions, it is possible to compute three score maps with the same processing time as the conventional method without dropping the accuracy.
EXPERMENTS
Experimental Setting
In experiments, we use 36 LiDAR intensity images with manually annotated ground truth labels. They were obtained by the MMS. The size of LiDAR intensity images are 2000 x 1500 pixels, and an image represents 80 x 60 meters. Those images include 9 categories; pedestrian crossing, catchment basins, roadside tree, gutter, gore area, road, median, pedestrian path and road shoulder. We divide 36 images into 28 training images and 8 test images. By using our method, we obtain over 40 thousands local regions for training and a thousand local regions for test from only 36 images.
We use both class average accuracy and pixelwise accuracy as evaluation measures. Pixel-wise accuracy is influenced by objects with large area such as road. Class average accuracy is influenced by objects with small area such as catchment basin. We consider that class average accuracy is more important than pixel-wise accuracy because the purpose of this study is for making the Fundamental Geospatial Data of road automatically. Thus, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of classes with small areas such as catchment basins.
Evaluation Result
Our method is compared with some methods. Conventional method is the same as our segmentation method that local regions with 64 x 64 pixels are used without clustering. We also evaluate the U-net which is a kind of encoder-decoder CNN because it is the famous end-to-end segmentation method. U-net used in this paper consists of 3 encoders and 3 decoders with batch normalization. The size of input regions is 64 x 64 pixels. Proposed segmentation method uses the weighed fusion of three different region sizes and clustering. Thus, the proposed methods without the weighted fusion and only single region size are also evaluated to show the effectiveness of weighted fusion of different region sizes. Table 2 shows experimental result. We see that our proposed method achieved 87.41% on class average accuracy. It is the highest class average accuracy and about 5% higher accuracy than conventional method. When we fuse voting results of three different region sizes without the weighted fusion, the class average accuracy was 81.44%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the weighted fusion using appropriate size of each class.
Next, we compared our method with the U-net. Our segmentation method achieved much better performance than the U-net that is one of the famous end-to-end segmentation deep networks. We see that the accuracy of U-net is nearly same as the conventional method using K-NN of CNN features. Table 3 shows the accuracy of each class. Our proposed method gave the best accuracy in many classes. Especially, in the class of small objects such as catchment basin and gutter, the accuracy is much improved. The accuracy of our method for catchment basin and gutter is 27% and 14% higher than the conventional method. The accuracy did not change for the classes with large object such as road. Since we also use the appropriate size for large objects, the accuracy did not decrease. Table 2 and 3 demonstrated that our proposed method can improve the accuracy and solve the problems of the conventional method. Figure 2 shows whole segmentation results and Figure 3 shows the segmentation results of local regions including small objects. Our proposed method can correctly segment the objects that conventional method cannot segment.
However, there are parts that are not segmented well as shown in the third row of Figure 3 . This part could not be segmented by all methods in this paper. This is because curved gutter like Figure 3 is little included in training. For pedestrian path in Figure 2 and 3, the texture is vanished and it is hard to recognize it. In LIDAR intensity images, the texture of the same object changes due to road environment such as wetting
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a segmentation method based on the weighted fusion using the appropriate size of each class. Our method improved the accuracy of small objects which were hard to classify by the Figure 2: Examples of segmentation result. The first column is input LiDAR intensity image, the second column is ground truth, the third column is results by conventional method and the forth column is results by the proposed method.
Figure 3: Segmentation results of objects with small area. The first row is ground truth of a red squared region, the second row is result by conventional method and the third row is result by the proposed method.
conventional method, and it is possible to prevent to assign the wrong class label to the large object by using the appropriate size effectively. In experiments, our proposed method obtained 87.41% on class average accuracy and about 5% higher accuracy than conventional method. Our segmentation method also achieved better accuracy than the U-net that is one of end-to-end segmentation deep networks.
However, there are parts that are not segmented well because the texture of the same object changes greatly due to road environment such as wetting. We need to improve this issue in future work.
